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In Sept 2022 I was asked to plan out a bloodline healing session for a 
couple, that were about to travel back home to the wifes country in 
Asia. To me I understood that their request was based on their learning
& how they had spent many hours with me inside the Courts of 
Heaven, assisting with many case files at a corporation & global level.

History; they had never been into such matters nor experienced the 
Courts of Heaven before, they were green but keen to learn. They had 
a passion for setting people free including making their own lives 
better. While all work brings deeper complexitiy, to me the results they
had were more than enough for them to be able to do this work on 
their own. 

As time went on they applied what they expierienced and built 
confidence to stand alone, while always willing to ask question for 
support or get clarity around situations. Truthfully they took their time 
to pushed in, they went deep, wide & high. This made an impact and 
at times they expeience a few big push backs, eventually they found a 
greater purpose and balance to their lives.  

The results of many of these case we did as part of their training are 
slowly coming-out as complete turn arounds in the nations of the world
today. What do I mean? When you know how the world is set up & 
how the spirit-world is interfaced with our world, then from that 
position very significant changes can happen, as people gather together 
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& through unity they impact the spirit-world strongholds over our eath.
[Meaning is evil can attack then humanity can respond} the key is to 
know spiritual aspects first. {Meaning get trained first}  

That is what this couple started to understand, not by teachings but by 
expeirencing! The case files we deleved into, blew out our intelligence 
in so many ways! We thought this cant be true, yet when evidence 
came in or delivered a far greater positive result than you originally 
stood up for, that happened to us alot! It was & is in those moments 
that you stand up and take notice of the positive impact that humanities
supernatural power & authority has. Yet it’s sadly miss understood, 
misaligned, misused & or has been abused. [by verious secret societies}

Now back to the main story | This couples pre-travel request of 
addressing Bloodline Bondages & DNA Curses & healing through 
Heavens Courts. This couple have a heart for family member in the 
nation that they were about to travel too. They had a desire for them to
be healed. They held a different level of understanding and wanted to 
address the many layers of U.G.L.Y {an acronym we use} situations to
improve for different people for different reasons. 

I agreed to help, it was a next level crash course for them, as they did 
not give me heaps of time. We had 3-evening to achieve what one 
topic would take 3-hours. Un-knowingly at the time, this work became 
the foundation to Decoding Life Cluster Groups. In 20-hours spread 
over 3-evenings including one night dedicated to their personal lives we
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drafted out a rough template of what you will expirience acrosss the 7-
workshops. 

In our Trading Rooms we cover not just the original 300 topics but 
additions that keep presenting themselves to our team. Each holding 
amazing revelations for those in the process & more when others return
to go deeper. 

Since then Decoding Life planning has been re-worked many times to 
perfect the effectiveness, not just the content process but time frames 
while keeping the work in an affordable environment. Because of 2020,
many people have suffered from job losses and more and its that topic,
along with business closures, job opportunity losses, automotive growth
in the work force industry, that landscapes are changing. 

It is goverments role to make systems work for it’s people & when 
that is not working for the people, the people need tools to make 
changes that impact in real time. This is where the entrepreneur gift, 
the inventor gift, {invention not yet released on earth for Gods 
Kingdom people across all industries} the teaching gift, the social 
development gift needs space to clean the “soul foundational space” & 
to bring forth that which is stored up inside of you!

Inner-healing & deliverence of generational Patterns & Cycles is a 
game changer to families, because it changes hope into certainty & 
certainty restores peace of all things. It’s inside our events that we 
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remove veils off the mind, will, emotions and ignite what is truth in 
you. Removing lies both known or unknown, spoken or unspoken, 
dormant or awake! you will become increasingly dangerous in the 
spirit-world, to then be able to go out and impact your areas of 
influence with authority & power, by transfering knowledge into the 
wisdom direct from the Throne of God.

In closing my friends embarked on a journey that did corse massive 
false accusations as they dismantiled bloodline altars, at that time they 
& I did not see that temples were still standing & thats another 
dimension we will approach inside other Trading Room Resources. 

Welcome to Trading Room 4 

Founder Karyn Cooksley 

r.e.d.x. 

Research.Experience.Decern.Xpose.
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Glossary | Trading Rooms #4 | Life’s Patterns & Cycles   

Patterns & Cycles True Meaning | Programming, this may sound false 
to you but once again in our previous Trading Rooms you will begin 
to look deeper into how the world system has been manipulatted. Here 
is no different, if anything its in your face.

[AI} Artificial Intelligence | AI voices are programmed but its not the 
voice you need to be concerned about? The revelation from this topic 
is a healing legacy across your bloodline, past {Minsitry of 
Reconciliation} & present to remove for all future generations. Before 
our lives look to be robotic clones.

Trading Room Flyer Content | Categoury could be seen as moving 
parts, menaing we could constintly be adding to our content. Know that
we do this on an annual bases. 

Track & Trace | Is very much a key in this section. One thing to 
remember is that this does hit the wider bloodline at high speed. This 
means that if you chat to family members about what issues they are 
having you can bring their topics to the table {they dont have to be 
with you}. We welcome testimonies becuase they physicaly can impact
others. Always bring along to the next workshop your testimonies. 

Prep For the Event | read through your next workshop booklet, make 
notes of any questions you have or problems specific to the workshop 
topics. Talk over with family members and come prepared. We 
understand the nuts & bolts of this workshop will happen at the 8am-
Rollercoaster, so don’t be to anxious about your prep. 
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DIY Detective Tool | we have other tools that add to this event, but 
works differently & breaking down the cosmic system that hinders 
peoples lives. While this tool helps with Trading Room 5 Symbology it
also is presented here in Trading Room #4. 

The tool is online why we suggest after the event, because it is 
something that you can uterlise as future research / homework 
resources. We gaurantee that these tools will give you and your 
bloodline greater understanding to the over arching background to our 
content & for the results in trichotomy FREEDOM, especially sickness 
& patterns of illnesses plaguing bloodlines. But this all needs 
background understanding first. From my end I am all about 
transperencey. {TK28-32 freedom from false cosmos}

Altars List | Know that in Trading Key 5 what we touch on is linked 
into the altar list, know that our starting list of 40 has been our 
baseline list since 2017/18 when we first entered into the Courts of 
Heaven. Today in 2023+ that list is more about indierviduals unique 
bloodline content, rather than a corporate list {bespok is better way 
tolook at your own list as you go} theirfore you add and make it 
personal to your case files or Trading Room content. You will have 
emergeing evidence that means something to you, & it’s that 
information known to you that will break walls down of impossibilites 
& bring in hope.  Reference to Trading Room 1 original handout. 

r.e.d.x. 

Research.Experience.Decern.Xpose.
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